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Alibaba Cloud makes available its self-developed algorithm via open source on Github [2] [Ed: Outsourcing one's code to a proprietary spying and censorship platform of a foreign firm and foreign regime]

Launched in 2009 and headquartered in Singapore, the cloud subsidiary of Alibaba Group offers cloud computing services to enterprises.

Alibaba Publishes AI Algorithms on Github [3] [Ed: Alibaba gives its code to Microsoft to further facilitate surveillance]

GitHub Seeks Security Dominance With Developers [4] [Ed: GitHub is proprietary software in NSA PRISM, so assume back doors. Ignore these Forbes puff pieces of Microsoft (lots of them).]

Rav1e Picks Up More Speed Optimizations For Rust-Written AV1 Encoding [5] [Ed: Still stuck inside GitHub]

The Rust-based "rav1e" AV1 video encoder continues picking up performance optimizations.

During the month of November we've seen SSE4.1 and various x86 Assembly optimizations, other CPU performance optimizations, and also happening recently was the initial tagged release of rav1e (v0.1).

Daniel Stenberg: curl: 25000 commits [6] [Ed: Unhealthy dependence on GitHub]
The first ever public release of curl was uploaded on March 20, 1998. 7924 days ago.

3.15 commits per day on average since inception.

These 25000 commits have been authored by 751 different persons.

Through the years, 47 of these 751 authors have ever authored 10 commits or more within a single year. In fact, the largest number of people that did 10 commits or more within a single year is 13 that happened in both 2014 and 2017.

19 of the 751 authors did ten or more changes in more than one calendar year. 5 of the authors have done ten or more changes during ten or more years.